Introduction
Potentiometric selectivity coefficients (K A,B pot ) of ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) are in common use as a quantitative expression of the ability of electrodes to respond primarily to the analyte ion in the presence of interfering ions of the same charge sign. 1 A number of efforts have been put forth to correctly describe the selectivity of ISEs.
In 1976, the fixed interference method (FIM) and the separate solution method (SSM) were recommended by IUPAC to determine the selectivity coefficient of ISEs. 2 It was also commented that SSM was less desirable because it does not represent the actual conditions under which the electrodes were used. In 1978, recommendations for publishing papers on ionselective electrodes were given; 3 in which, the parameters show that properties of an ion-selective electrode were defined, among them being the selectivity coefficient, K A,B pot . The selectivity coefficient is widely accepted for describing the ability of an ion-selective electrode to discriminate the most relevant interfering ions from the primary analyte or target ion.
Both of the methods, SSM and FIM, are based on the Nickolsky-Eisenman equation,
where aA and aB are the activities and zA and zB are the charges of the primary ion, A, and the interfering ion, B, respectively. R, T and F have their conventional meanings as gas constant, absolute temperature and Faraday constant. One of the problems of this Nickolsky-Eisenman equation is that K A,B pot in Eq. (1) is now known to be incorrect when two ions of different charges (zA ≠ zB) significantly contribute to the membrane potential. 14, 15 This fact implies that the FIM selectivity coefficient based on Eq. (1) is not valid for ions with zA ≠ zB. However, only recently, a so-called "mixed potential model" was proposed to correctly describe the potentiometric response to mixed ions with different charges, 14, 15 which leads to a modification of the FIM selectivity coefficient, K A,B pot , in the Nicolsky-Eisenman equation. Another problem is that K A,B pot in
A theory is presented that describes the matched potential method (MPM) for the determination of the potentiometric selectivity coefficients (K A,B pot ) of ion-selective electrodes for two ions with any charge. This MPM theory is based on electrical diffuse layers on both the membrane and the aqueous side of the interface, and is therefore independent of the Nicolsky-Eisenman equation. Instead, the Poisson equation is used and a Boltzmann distribution is assumed with respect to all charged species, including primary, interfering and background electrolyte ions located at the diffuse double layers. In this model, the MPM-selectivity coefficients of ions with equal charge (zA = zB) are expressed as the ratio of the concentrations of the primary and interfering ions in aqueous solutions at which the same amounts of the primary and interfering ions permselectively extracted into the membrane surface. For ions with unequal charge (zA ≠ zB), the selectivity coefficients are expressed as a function not only of the amounts of the primary and interfering ions permeated into the membrane surface, but also of the primary ion concentration in the initial reference solution and the ∆EMF value. Using the measured complexation stability constants and single ion distribution coefficients for the relevant systems, the corresponding MPM selectivity coefficients can be calculated from the developed MPM theory. It was found that this MPM theory is capable of accurately and precisely predicting the MPM selectivity coefficients for a series of ionselective electrodes (ISEs) with representative ionophore systems, which are generally in complete agreement with independently determined MPM selectivity values from the potentiometric measurements. These results also conclude that the assumption for the Boltzmann distribution was in fact valid in the theory. The recent critical papers on MPM have pointed out that because the MPM selectivity coefficients are highly concentration dependent, the determined selectivity should be used not as "coefficient", but as "factor". Contrary to such a criticism, it was shown theoretically and experimentally that the values of the MPM selectivity coefficient for ions with equal charge (zA = zB) never vary with the primary and interfering ion concentrations in the sample solutions even when non-Nernstian responses are observed. This paper is the first comprehensive demonstration of an electrostatics-based theory for the MPM and should be of great value theoretically and experimentally for the audience of the fundamental and applied ISE researchers. pot value is either unrealistically large or small depending on whether the ion of higher charge was considered as the primary and interfering ion. 4 In addition, Eq. (1) is based on the assumption that the electrode exhibits a Nernstian response function not only for the primary ion but also for the interfering ions. Therefore, when the electrode shows non-Nernstian response slopes, the SSM-and the FIMbased selectivity coefficients strongly depend on the concentration (or the potential), at which the corresponding selectivity coefficients are determined. Concerning such a concentration dependence of the SSM and FIM selectivity coefficients, a recent paper commented that if no Nernstian portion of the response of the primary and interfering ions is obtained, no selectivity coefficient should be determined and, in such cases, it is best to report the calibration curve to represent the selectivity. 32 Recently, it has been reported that Nernstian, or nearly Nernstian, slopes are observed even for highly discriminated ions by a procedure that involves conditioning the electrode membrane in the corresponding discriminated ion solutions before measurement: 5,6 a valinomycin-based liquid membrane treated with the solution containing Na + ion, but free of K + ion shows a near-Nernstian response for the highly discriminated Na + ion. This method allows providing the SSM selectivity coefficients in the Nicolsky-Eisenman equation that reflect the ion-exchange selectivity of the membrane with a thermodynamic meaning. If all electrodes show Nernst portions of the response of the primary ion and any interfering ion, the best method to report the selectivity coefficients of the electrode might be the SSM based on Eq. (1). The thus-measured selectivity is of fundamental interest as representing thermodynamically meaningful values for such given membrane systems. However, the problem is that this method to intentionally obtain Nernstian slopes for highly discriminated ions will only be achieved for rather impractical systems rarely encountered in practical measurements in that the membrane avoids exposure to the preferred ion prior to the measurement of discriminated ions. Once the membrane is exposed to the most preferred ion, the electrode will no longer respond in a Nernstian manner to extremely discriminated ions. This method is therefore inapplicable to the electrodes practically used for the determination of the primary ion concentration, where the electrodes are generally conditioned overnight with the primary ion solutions.
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The matched potential method, MPM, was recommended in 1995 by IUPAC. 4 The procedure was expected to report selectivity coefficients analytically relevant for practical applications. The characteristics of the MPM are: (1) the charge number of the primary and interfering ions does not need to be taken into account, and (2) contrast to the SSM and FIM, Nernstian portions of the responses of the primary or interfering ions are not required. These characteristic features lead to the following advantages: (1) the power-term problem for ions with unequal charge disappears, and (2) this method is widely applicable, even to non-Nernstian interfering ions. Such advantages of the MPM allow delivering analytically more meaningful results than those obtained by the two methods, SSM and FIM.
The MPM was first proposed in 1984 by Gadzekpo and Christian as a practical and empirical method being independent of the Nickolsky-Eisenman equation. 7 They defined the selectivity coefficient as the activity (concentration) ratio of the primary ion and the interfering ion, which gives the same potential change in a reference solution. In this method, both monovalent and divalent ions are treated in the same manner, and the charge number of the ions is not taken into account.
According to the 1995 IUPAC recommendation, 4 a solution of the primary ion A with a fixed activity is used as the reference solution. The activity aA is calculated from the ionic strength of the solution. While the primary ion is added step by step, the potential change is measured and plotted against aA (curve IA) (Fig. 1) . Another curve, IA+B, is obtained from the potential change by stepwise adding the interfering ion B to the reference solution with the same composition as on curve IA. When the change in EMF (∆EMF) on curve IA at a′A matches that on curve IA+B at aA+B, the ratio between the activities or concentrations of the primary ion A relative to the interfering ion B denotes the selectivity coefficient K A,B pot . The selectivity coefficient K A,B pot is thus obtained as
This procedure for the MPM has been discussed extensively in the literature. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 32 Selectivity coefficients obtained with the MPM reflect the extent of the interference of the practically observed response to the primary ion from various interfering ions. However, it has been pointed out that the MPM is not bound by any model assumption, and therefore the values of the MPM-selectivity coefficient in general lack a predictive ability about the membrane potentials measured with solutions other than those for which it was determined. 9, 32 In addition, the values of the MPM selectivity coefficient are highly concentration dependent in the case of primary and interfering ions of different charge (zA ≠ zB). Therefore, the determined MPM selectivity should be used not as "coefficient", but as "factor". 14, 15 For mixed ion samples containing the primary and interfering ions, the phase boundary potential can be calculated by a mathematical replacement of the activity of the interfering ion by that of the primary ion. Interestingly, the selectivity factor (k IJ Psel ) derived from the mixed potential model for ions with unequal charge numbers (zA ≠ zB) has no power term. Unfortunately, the definition of the selectivity factor (k IJ Psel ) in the mixed potential model is different from that of the MPM-selectivity coefficient: the value of k IJ Psel is given by the ratio of primary and interfering ion activities in the sample solution, which give, when separately measured, the same membrane potential. 14, 15 In this paper, a theory based on diffuse double layers 16, 17, [25] [26] [27] is presented that describes directly the MPM-selectivity coefficient for two ions of any charge with the assumption that distribution equilibrium is reached both for the primary and interfering ions at the membrane surface. The validity of the proposed MPM theory were confirmed by comparing the absolute values of the MPM-selectivity coefficients determined from the EMF measurement and those calculated by the proposed theory with the measured complexation stability constants and single ion distribution coefficients for the same systems. The advantages and limitations of the MPM to obtain meaningful data are discussed based on the proposed MPM theory.
Experimental

Reagents
Metal ion salts used were all of analytical reagent grade. Potassium tetrakis-(4-chlorophenyl)borate (KTpClPB) was purchased from Dojindo Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan and used as anionic sites without further purification. The neutral ionophores (6,6- ≈ 1100) ) and 2-amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propandiol (Tris) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals Co., Osaka, Japan. The H + -selective chromoionophores, 24 (KD-M9, gift from Dr. K. Suzuki, Department of Applied Chemistry, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan) were used to determine the stability constants of the ionophore-cation complexes. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was freshly distilled from sodium/benzophenone under argon. The membrane solvent dibutylphthalate (DBP, Wako) was purified by distillation under reduced pressure (bp10 = 120˚C). Sample solutions of metal chlorides in Milli-Q water (Millipore reagent water system, Bedford, MA, resistance >18.2 MΩ) were adjusted to an ionic strength of 10 -1 M with Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2).
ISE membranes
Solvent polymeric membranes, containing 20 mM ionophore, 10 mM KTpClPB, 64 -65 wt% DBP, and 33 wt% PVC, were prepared according to a procedure reported previously. 16 The membranes were cut into small disks of 7 mm diameter and mounted onto Philips electrode bodies (Model IS-561, Philips Electronic Instruments Co., Mahwah, NJ).
EMF measurements
All potentiometric measurements were carried out at 25˚C with an ion meter (Model IOL 50, Denki Kagaku Keiki (DKK), Tokyo, Japan). A double junction-type Ag/AgCl reference electrode was employed as a reference electrode. The cell assembly for potentiometric measurements was as follows: 
Determination of the complexation stability constants
The stability constants of ionophore complexes with corresponding primary and interfering cations were determined by spectrometric measurements of the corresponding liquid membranes containing a H + -selective chromoionophore. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Solvent polymeric membranes containing ionophores (10 mM), anionic sites (2 mM; KTpClPB), chromoionophore (2 mM; ETH 5294 for membranes based on valinomycin, dibenzyl-14-crown-4 and bis(12-crown-4), 2 mM; KD-M9 for membranes based on ETH 1117) and DBP-PVC (2:1 w/w) were prepared. The corresponding membranes free of ionophore were prepared with otherwise identical membrane components. The components were dissolved in 2 mL of freshly distilled THF. About 0.5 mL of this membrane cocktail was cast onto a glass plate and allowed to stand for 20 h to evaporate THF. This plate was mounted in the measuring cell and placed into a conventional spectrophotometer, where the measurements were made in the transmission mode using a continuous-flow-through system with a flow rate of 2 mL/min. The thickness of the membranes was about 10 µm, as determined with a micrometer. The absorbance values at the wavelength of maximum absorbance of the protonated form of the chromoionophore (650 nm for ETH 5294 and 610 nm for KD-M9) were used for the determination 735 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 of stability constants and the ratio of the single ion distribution coefficients; the complexation stability constants were obtained therefrom a method reported by Bakker et al. 23 The complexation stability constants and the ratios of the single ion distribution coefficients thus obtained were summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .
Calculations
Mathematica 3.0 (Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, IL) for Macintosh was used to solve equations and to calculate the MPM selectivity coefficients from the complexation stability constants and the single ion distribution coefficients.
Results and Discussion
Theory
One of the advantages of the MPM is that this method is widely applicable, even to non-Nernstian primary and interfering ions. There are many cases where the response does not necessarily exhibit formal Nernstian slopes under the condition that the distribution of the primary and interfering ions at the membrane / sample solution interface is reached at equilibrium: contamination of the primary or interfering ions in the sample solution, interference from the ions in the sample solution such as proton, buffer and supporting electrolyte as interfering ions, insufficient number of permselectively extracted or released primary ions into or out of the membrane surface due to low concentrations of ionophores, 16 the presence of a locally elevated concentration of the primary ion at the sample-membrane interface due to the transmembrane diffusion of the primary ion, 5, 6 and Donnan exclusion failure. In all of these cases, except for Donnan exclusion failure and the contribution of the diffusion potential change within the membrane, the primary ion response is supposed to exhibit Nernstian slopes; but it is superimposed with background ions other than the added primary ions into the sample solution. In the following theoretical treatments of the MPM, we assume, even in the absence of interfering ions, the uptake, from the sample solution into the membrane surface, of such ions as proton, buffer and supporting electrolyte that contribute to describe non-Nernstian response slopes. [25] [26] [27] the relationship between the phase boundary potential and the surface charge density can be expressed with a high concentration (≈ 0.1 M) of the supporting electrolyte as
with and where C smem is the concentration of monovalent anionic sites in the membrane bulk, ε0 the permittivity of vacuum, and εmem is the relative permittivity of the membrane.
When the concentration of the primary cation in the reference
aq , the phase boundary potential can be expressed as 
On the other hand, upon the addition of the interfering cation (B zB+ ) into the reference solution, the phase boundary potential can be expressed as
Under the condition that complexation between the ionophore and primary or interfering cations at the interface is at equilibrium, the surface charge densities upon addition of the primary or interfering cations into the reference solutions, respectively, can be rewritten on the basis of the Grahame equation as When the change in phase boundary potentials induced by the addition of the primary and the interfering cations into the reference solution are equal to each other, E∆C A zA = EC B zB, combining Eqs. (6) and (7) gives the following equations as (8) and (9) Solving the set of Eqs. (8) and (9) 
.
where ∆EMF = E∆ CA zA = EC B zB.
Under the condition that complexation between the ionophore and primary or interfering cations at the interface is at equilibrium, the rearrangement of Eq. (10) In addition, Eq. (12) indicates that the MPM-selectivity coefficients for ions with equal charges do not depend on the ∆EMF values.
Comparison of the selectivity coefficients determined by the EMF measurements and calculated from the proposed MPM theory
In order to confirm the validity of the above-established theory, the MPM-selectivity coefficients determined from the EMF measurements were compared with those independently calculated from the proposed MPM theory using measured complexation stability constants and single ion distribution coefficients for the relevant systems. As typical examples,
selectivity coefficients of a membrane based on bis(12-crown-4) for the monovalent primary against monovalent interfering cations, and those of a membrane based on ETH 1117 for the divalent primary against monovalent interfering cations were evaluated. Figure 2 shows the experimental EMF-log C curves for determining the MPM-selectivity coefficients of a Na + -selective membrane based on bis(12-crown-4) toward interfering K + ion. To examine the dependence of the MPM-selectivity coefficients on the initial primary cation concentration, the initial reference solutions with various Na + concentrations were used. The primary Na + concentrations of the initial reference solutions are (a) 1.0 × 10 -5 , (b) 1.0 × 10 -4 and (c) 1.0 × 10 -3 M, respectively. The corresponding MPM-selectivity coefficients determined from these EMF measurements are listed together with theoretically calculated values in Table 3 . It was found that the values of the MPM-selectivity coefficients determined from the EMF measurements stayed constant even when the primary cation concentration in the initial reference solution was varied from 10 -5 to 10 -3 M.
1) Both the primary and interfering ions are monovalent cations.
To determine the SSM-selectivity coefficients of a bis(12-crown-4)-based membrane, EMF responses of a bis(12-crown-4)-based membrane were measured with each of two separate solutions, one containing the primary Na + ion, and the other containing the interfering K + ion (Fig. 3) . The membrane potentials showed linear responses with a Nernstian slope in the concentration range from 5 × 10 -5 to 0.1 M for the primary Na + ion and 5 × 10 -2 to 0.1 M for the interfering K + ion. At lower concentrations of the primary Na + and interfering K + ions, the deviation from a linear Nernst response was observed. The corresponding selectivity coefficients determined by the SSM are also summarized in Table 3 . In contrast to the MPMselectivity coefficients, the values of the SSM-selectivity coefficient strongly depend on the primary cation concentration where the selectivity value was determined; the log K The validity of the proposed MPM theory for ions with equal charge (zA = zB) was confirmed by comparing the MPMselectivity coefficients determined from the EMF measurement and those calculated from Eq. (12) . The calculated MPMselectivity coefficients are summarized together with the corresponding measured values in Table 3 . In this calculation, the stability constants of bis(12-crown-4) complexes with Na + and K + were estimated to be 6.3 × 10 6 M -1 and 1.3 × 10 5 M -1 , respectively, and the ratio of the single ion distribution coefficients of Na + and K + to be 1.39 by using spectrometric measurements 23 of the corresponding membranes containing a 738 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 Tables 1 and 2 ). Very good agreements were found between the calculated and observed MPM-selectivity coefficients, even when the primary cation concentrations and ∆EMF values were varied. Importantly, the dependence of the measured MPM-selectivity coefficients on the primary ion concentrations in the reference solutions and the ∆EMF values were negligible. This result is consistent with the theoretical expectation for the MPM selectivity coefficient from Eq. (12) that the MPM-selectivity coefficient is a function of the amount of ion uptake into the membrane surface, independent of the response slopes and the ∆EMF values. Figure 4 shows the potentiometric responses of an ETH 1117-based membrane measured with each of two separate solutions, one containing the divalent primary Mg 2+ ion and the other containing the monovalent interfering Na + ion. It was found that the potentiometric responses both to the primary and interfering cations were non-Nernstian; the response slopes for the primary Mg 2+ and interfering Na + ions were 21.8 and 49.2 mV/decade, respectively, in the concentration range from 10 -2 to 10 -1 M. The corresponding selectivity coefficients determined by the SSM are summarized in Table 4 . It was found that the values of the SSM-selectivity coefficient strongly depend on the primary cation concentration at which the selectivity value was determined; the K pot Mg 2+ ,Na + value at 10 -4 M primary cation was 1.1 × 10 4 , whereas one at 10 -2 M of the same primary cation was 3.0 × 10 2 . These distorted values of K pot Mg 2+ ,Na + (SSM) of ions with unequal charge can be explained as being due to the power term in Eq. (1) (vide supra).
2) Primary and interfering ions are divalent and monovalent cations.
The experimental EMF-log C curves for determining the MPM-selectivity coefficients of a Mg 2+ -selective membrane based on ETH 1117 toward interfering Na + is shown in Fig. 5 . The concentrations of the primary Mg 2+ ion in the initial reference solutions are (a) 1.0 × 10 -4 , (b) 1.0 × 10 -3 and (c) 1.0 × 10 -2 M, respectively. The corresponding MPM-selectivity coefficients determined from these EMF measurements are also listed together with the theoretically calculated values in Table  4 .
Compared to the SSM-selectivity coefficients, the dependence of the values on the primary cation concentration is small; the K pot Mg 2+ ,Na + (MPM) values are in the range from 1.6 to 6.7 when the initial primary cation concentrations and ∆EMF values are varied from 10 -4 to 10 -2 M and from 10 to 30 mV, respectively. This result demonstrates the advantage of the MPM in that the power-term problem for ions with unequal charge, zA ≠ zB, disappears.
To confirm the validity of the proposed MPM theory for ions with unequal charge (zA ≠ zB), the MPM-selectivity coefficients of Mg 2+ against Na + determined from the EMF measurements were compared with those calculated from Eq. (11) . In this calculation, the stability constants of ETH-1117 complexes with Mg 2+ and Na + were estimated to be 3. M -1 , respectively, and the ratio of the single ion distribution coefficients of Mg 2+ and Na + ((kNa) 2 /kMg) to be 0.7 by using spectrometric measurements 23 (see Tables 1 and 2 ). It can be seen that the calculated selectivity coefficients are in good agreement with the corresponding values determined from the EMF measurements. This result supports the validity of the present MPM theory also for ions with unequal charge (zA ≠ zB).
MPM selectivity coefficients for ion-selective membranes based on various kinds of neutral ionophores
Valinomycin-based electrodes.
The selectivity coefficients (MPM) of a valinomycin-based electrode, determined by EMF measurements and calculated from the present MPM theory are summarized in Table 5 . For the determination of the MPMbased selectivity coefficients, initial reference solutions containing 1.0 × 10 -4 M KCl and 10 -1 M Tris-HCl buffer were used. It can be seen in Table 5 that the calculated selectivity coefficients of K + against Rb + and Cs + are in good agreement with the experimental values. This result again indicates the validity of the proposed MPM theory including the assumed Boltzmann distribution, in which the "matching" of potentials in the empirical MPM procedure for ions with zA = zB is translated into "equating" the amounts of permeated primary and interfering cations, σ ∆CA mem = σ CB mem . The SSM-based selectivity coefficients determined from the EMF values in 0.01 M primary and interfering cation solutions are also given in Table 5 , in which it can clearly be seen that the SSM-based selectivity coefficients are consistent with the measured MPM-based values. This agreement comes from the fact that this membrane exhibits a Nernstian slope for both primary (K + ) and interfering cations (Rb + and Cs + ). 4 Bis (12-crown-4) -based electrodes. Table 6 summarizes the   740 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 Table 5 Selectivity coefficients of a valinomycin-based electrode, determined by the potentiometric measurements and calculated from Eq. selectivity coefficients of a Na + -ISE based on bis(12-crown-4). Initial reference solutions for the determination of the selectivity coefficients by the MPM contained 1.0 x 10 -3 M NaCl and 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2). The selectivity coefficients of Na + not only against K + , but also over Rb + and Cs + , calculated from Eq. (12) , are in good agreement with the corresponding values determined from the EMF measurements.
Dibenzyl-14-crown-4-based electrodes.
The selectivity coefficients of Li + against Na + , K + , Rb + and Cs + , obtained by a Li + -ISE based on dibenzyl-14-crown-4, are shown in Table 7 . The values based on the MPM were determined by using initial reference solutions containing 1.0 × 10 -4 M LiCl and 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.2). In analogy with valinomycin-and bis(12-crown-4)-based electrodes, the MPM-based selectivity coefficients calculated from Eq. (12) are consistent with the corresponding values determined by the EMF measurements.
In Table 7 , the SSM-selectivity coefficients determined from the EMF values in 0.01 M primary and interfering solutions are also shown. The SSM-based selectivity values are larger than the corresponding values obtained by using the MPM. Since a membrane based on dibenzyl-14-crown-4 showed nonNernstian responses to the interfering Na + , K + , Rb + and Cs + ions, the larger values of the SSM-based selectivity coefficients compared to the MPM values can be explained by deviations from the Nicolsky-Eisenman equation. ETH 1117-based electrodes.
The selectivity coefficients of a Mg 2+ -ISE based on ETH 1117 are listed in Table 8 . For the determination of the MPM-selectivity coefficients, initial reference solutions containing 1.0 × 10 -3 M MgCl2 with 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2) were used. Table 8 shows that the calculated MPM-selectivity coefficients of Mg 2+ against divalent interfering cations, such as Sr 2+ and Ba 2+ , except for Ca 2+ , are close to the corresponding values determined from the EMF measurements. Similarly, the calculated MPM-selectivity coefficients for monovalent interfering cations are consistent with the corresponding experimental values. This result indicates that the present MPM theory can quantitatively explain the MPM-selectivity coefficients also for cations with unequal charge (zA ≠ zB) (vide supra). On the other hand, the calculated MPM-selectivity coefficient of Mg 2+ against Ca 2+ is one-fourth of the value determined from the EMF measurements. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear, but may possibly be because the stoichiometry and/or stability constant of Ca 2+ /ETH 1117 complex in the membrane bulk were different from those at the membrane interface. This speculation may be justified only for the Ca 2+ /ETH 1117 complex, because ETH 1117 is known to form both the 1:2 and 1:3 Ca 2+ /ionophore complex. 28, 29 It should be noted that all ionophores used in this study, except for this ETH 1117, are known to form 1:1 ionophore/primary or interfering cation complexes. 30 The SSM-selectivity coefficients determined from the membrane potentials of an ETH 1117-based membrane in contact with 0.01 M primary Mg 2+ and interfering cation solutions are also listed in Table 8 . For the divalent interfering ions, the SSM-selectivity coefficients are very close to the observed MPM values.
However, for the interfering monovalent cations, the SSM-selectivity coefficients are much larger than the observed MPM-selectivity coefficients; for example, the logarithm of the SSM-selectivity coefficient of Mg 2+ against Na + , log K 4 (vide supra). In contrast, since the MPM-selectivity coefficient reflects the ratio of the amounts of the primary and interfering cations permeated into the membrane surface, the observed MPM-selectivity coefficients of the divalent primary cation against the monovalent interfering cations provide analytically more relevant values for practical situations.
The advantages and limitations of the MPM Very recently, recommendations for the SSM and FIM to correctly obtain the selectivity coefficients have been reported: 32 the unbiased SSM and FIM selectivity coefficients, i.e., equal to the thermodynamically defined one, can be obtained under conditions only where the response to each of the primary and interfering ions in the investigated activity range is Nernstian. The power-term problem in the Nickolsky-Eisenman equation can be avoided when the selectivity coefficient is calculated by extrapolating the response to the molar activity of the interfering ion is unity (aB = 1). If no Nernstian portion of the interfering ion is exhibited, no SSM or FIM selectivity coefficient can be determined.
However, the problem is that many ISEs practically used by analysts show no Nernstian response at least to a few interfering ions, and consequently, the number of the selectivity coefficients that can be reported as unbiased is very limited. If the SSM and FIM are intentionally applied to an interfering ions with no Nernstian response, thus obtained selectivity coefficients are highly concentration dependent even for ions with equal charge (zA = zB), and therefore, lose any theoretical meanings as discussed in the above sections.
As shown theoretically and experimentally in this paper, one of the advantages of the MPM is that this method provides the ion-exchange selectivity coefficients for ions with equal charge (zA = zB) with a thermodynamic meaning when apparently nonNernstian responses are observed. There is no need to intentionally obtain the Nernstian portion of both primary and interfering ions. 5, 6, 32 It should be noted that in this case the stability and the reproducibility of the membrane potentials are required both for the initial primary ion solution and for solutions containing the primary and interfering ions to confirm the achievement of the distribution equilibrium of primary and interfering ions at the membrane surface.
Only an experimental limitation of the MPM may appear in cases of highly discriminated interfering ions because the change in the membrane potential upon addition of a highly concentrated interfering ion into the initial reference solution with a lower primary ion concentration is very small (∆EMF < 1.0 mV). In this case, the MPM selectivity should be reported as "no interference for the corresponding interfering ion" because the accuracy and the precision of the MPM selectivity coefficient for such a small ∆EMF value are very limited. It should be noted that the ionic strength of all solutions used in the MPM experiments must be kept constant because an increase in the ionic strength in the reference solution due to the addition of a large amount of the interfering ion leads to a decrease in the primary ion activity, and thereby, to a decrease in the membrane potential.
For ions with unequal charge (zA ≠ zB), the MPM-selectivity coefficients depended on the primary ion concentration in the initial reference solution (C aq A zA ,initial ) and the ∆EMF value. This result strongly recommends that the MPM-selectivity coefficients for zA ≠ zB should be reported with C aq A zA ,initial and ∆EMF, otherwise the selectivity values lose any meaning.
However the primary ion concentration dependence on the MPM selectivity coefficients was smaller than that on the SSM when the SSM was intentionally applied to the apparently no Nernstian responses because the MPM includes no power-term problem. In addition, although the MPM selectivity coefficients for zA ≠ zB depend on the values of C aq A zA ,initial and ∆EMF, the developed theory can easily translate the MPM-selectivity values to the thermodynamic parameters such as the relevant complex formation constants of each ion-ionophore complex in the membrane if necessary.
For ISEs in which the distribution of ions at the membrane surface does not reach equilibrium and/or the counterion in the sample solution contributes to the membrane potential, the SSM and FIM have neither theoretical nor analytical meanings (or these methods cannot apply to these ISEs). For these ISEs, the MPM also loses theoretical meaning, but still provides a measure of practical selectivity with analytical significance.
Conclusions
The matched potential method (MPM) was proposed in 1984 and recommended by IUPAC in 1995 as an empirical method to give analytically relevant practical K A,B pot values. However, theoretical back-up of this method was long awaited ever since. Recently, the mixed potential model was proposed to describe the potentiometric response to mixed ions. Unfortunately, the definition of the selectivity factor (k IJ Psel ) in the mixed potential model is different from that of the MPM-selectivity coefficient.
In this paper, instead of the mixed potential model, a diffuse double layer-based theory directly describing the MPMselectivity coefficient was proposed. In this theory, the "matching" of potentials in the empirical MPM procedure for ions with zA = zB was translated into "equating" the amounts of permeated primary and interfering cations, σ ∆CA mem = σ CB mem , as a result. It should be emphasized that the MPM-selectivity coefficient for zA = zB becomes constant for a given membrane composition independent of the primary ion concentration in the reference solution, even when apparently non-Nernstian response slopes are observed. This characteristic feature is of great advantage of the MPM.
In the case of ions with zA ≠ zB, the matching of increment of potentials (∆EMF) induced by the primary and interfering ions was however incapable of translating into equating the corresponding change in the surface charge densities, i.e., σ ∆CA The recent critical papers on the MPM have noted that the MPM-selectivity values are highly concentration dependent in the case of primary and interfering ions with zA ≠ zB and even change sign where the separate calibration curves for the two ions intersect. 10, 31, 32 Such criticisms may be arising from a speculation based on the separately measured calibration curves for primary and interfering ions.
However, as shown theoretically and experimentally in this paper, the dependence of the measured MPM-selectivity coefficients for zA ≠ zB on the primary cation concentration was smaller than that of the SSMvalues when non-Nernstian response slopes were observed, at least for the interfering ions. In addition, the sign of the MPM selectivity has never changed at the intersection of the 742 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 separately measured calibration curves as long as the value of the ∆EMF is small (∆EMF < RT/zF). 32 It must be emphasized that the MPM cannot be explained simply from the separately measured calibration curves because the ∆EMF in the MPM induced by the interfering ion is governed not by a single ion, but both by the primary and interfering ions (a mixed potential, see Eqs. (5) and (7)).
The developed MPM theory was capable of extremely accurate and precise prediction of the MPM selectivity coefficients for a series of ISEs with representative ionophore systems, even when these ISEs exhibited non-Nernstian responses, using the measured complexation stability and ion distribution constants for the same given systems. This result indicates that at the membrane surface of these ISEs examined in this study distribution of the primary and interfering ions indeed reached at equilibrium. Although the MPM selectivity coefficients for zA ≠ zB depend on the values of C aq A zA ,initial and ∆EMF, the developed theory can easily translate the MPMselectivity values to the thermodynamic parameters such as the relevant complex formation constants of each ion-ionophore complex in the membrane if necessary. This is the first comprehensive demonstration of an electrostatics-based theory for MPM, and should be of great value both theoretically and experimentally for the audience of fundamental and applied ISE researchers.
